
Math 4710/6710 – Graph Theory – Fall 2019

Instructions for editing

Print out the problems you are to edit. Make your comments on these printouts using red ink,
or in some other colour easy to distinguish from the original black printout. Handwritten comments
are fine, but please make them as legible as possible. Once you have finished making comments,
please scan the marked-up solutions with your comments into a new PDF file. Please scan, rather
than taking a photograph. Photographs often have issues with contrast or brightness. The copiers
in any campus library branch should be able to scan something and email it to you.

Alternatively, you may annotate the PDF file electronically to create a new PDF file (again,
use a colour that is easy to see).

As with your homework, your new PDF file should have a first page that includes your name
but nothing else. Do not include your name anywhere else in the new PDF file. Email the new
PDF file with your comments back to me with the subject line ‘Graph theory editing’.

You may obtain assistance from other people in the class with your editing (if you can convince
them to do that!).

General things to look for

Here are some general things you should be looking for, and pointing out if appropriate.

• Does the proof you are editing make sense? If not, where does it go wrong? Try to mark places
where you think the argument goes off the rails, particularly the first place where this happens.
Do your best to explain what needs to be fixed.

• Does the proof use all of the information given in the problem? If it doesn’t, did it need to?
For example, if the problem involves bipartite graphs, you would expect bipartiteness to be used
somewhere. If this is an issue, say so.

• Is the proof too short (missing important details) or too long (with rambling, unfocused sen-
tences and unnecessary repetition of the same information)? If it is one of these, say so.

• Correct the English spelling, grammar and punctuation as much as you possibly can. You
may stop after pointing out about ten minor errors of this kind and make a general comment to
the effect that the English could be improved. Some people in the class are not native English
speakers, so we need to make allowances for that, but part of this exercise is to improve writing
skills in English for everyone.

In particular, make an effort to point out all errors in English that affect your ability to
understand the solution.

Specific things to look for

Before you begin, read Hendrickson’s ‘The Elements of Style Handout’, which appears at the
end of this handout. Look for violations of Hendrickson’s rules, and if rule n is violated, mark the
place with ‘Hn’. For example, if rule 18 (don’t use weasel words!) is violated, mark the place with
‘H18’. This gives you a brief way to indicate common sorts of problems.

Note that I do not think you need to recopy the statement of the problem at the beginning of
your solution, although it can be helpful to do so because it reminds you what you are supposed
to be proving. So you do not necessarily need to follow H2 or point it out in your editing.

Some of Hendrickson’s other rules apply more to handwritten solutions than to typed ones.
For example, H9 (use multiple sheets of paper) applies mostly to handwritten solutions. However,
H10 (use whitespace) applies to typed solutions as well as to handwritten ones.



Some other specific problems you can mark with ‘Pn’ are as follows:

P1. Don’t start a sentence with a mathematical symbol.

P2. Don’t use contractions like ‘Let’s’; write it out in full as ‘Let us’.

P3. Don’t use abbreviations like ‘WLOG’; write them out as ‘without loss of generality’. (The
exception is ‘QED’. You may use this at the end of a proof.)

P4. Use proper mathematical notation; do not use incorrect notation just to avoid a little bit
of effort in typing. Superscripts and subscripts should be used correctly. For example, a
component should be named ‘C1’, not ‘C1’.

P5. Use the notation given in the problem. Answers should not change the notation given unless
there is a good reason. For example, if the problem talks about k-regular graphs, the solution
should talk about k-regular graphs, not r-regular graphs.

P6. Variable and function names should be italicized. A symbol should always appear in the same
font and case (do not switch between upper and lower case for the same symbol).

P7. (Related to H20). Avoid the word ‘any’: it can be ambiguous. If you say ‘Suppose f(x) = x2’
for any x ∈ [0, 1]’ it is unclear if you mean that f(x) = x2 for some particular x ∈ [0, 1] or for
every x ∈ [0, 1].

The following is an extract from ‘Elements of style for proofs’ by Anders Hendrickson, published
in the collection ‘Beyond lecture: resources and pedagogical techniques for enhancing the teaching
of proof-writing across the curriculum’, edited by Rachel Schwell, Aliza Steurer and Jennifer F.
Vasquez, MAA Press, 2016.
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3. Use English words. Although there will usually be equations or symbolic statements in your proofs,
use English sentences to connect them and display their logical relationships. If you look in your
textbook, you’ll see that each proof consists mostly of English words.

In particular, use a word, not a symbol, after each punctuation mark and at the beginning of each
sentence; otherwise the punctuation mark looks too much like part of the mathematical formulas. The
sentence “For all x ∈ Z, x2 ∈ Z,” for example, is slightly harder to parse than the equivalent sentence
“For all x ∈ Z, its square x2 ∈ Z.”

4. Use complete sentences. If you wrote a history essay in sentence fragments, the reader would not
understand what you meant; likewise in mathematics you must use grammatically correct sentences,
complete with verbs, to convey your logical train of thought. A good way to test whether your proof
has complete sentences is to read the proof aloud.

Some complete sentences can be written purely in mathematical symbols, such as equations (like
a3 = b−1), inequalities (like o(a) < 5), and other relations (like 5

∣∣10 or 7 ∈ Z). These statements
usually express a relationship between two mathematical objects, like numbers (e.g., 7), vectors (e.g.,
~v and ~w), or sets (e.g., V and R).

If your verb is a symbol, the objects it joins together must be given in symbols too, not in words. For
example, “Thus x ∈ A ∩ B” and “Thus x lies in the intersection of A and B” are good style, but
“Thus x ∈ the intersection of A and B” looks funny.

5. Show the logical connections among your sentences. Use phrases like “Therefore” or “because” or
“if. . . then. . . ” or “if and only if” or “we see that” to connect your sentences.

6. Know the difference between statements and objects. A mathematical object is a thing, a noun,
such as a group, an element, a vector space, a number, an ordered pair, etc. Objects either exist or
don’t exist. Statements, on the other hand, are mathematical sentences: they can be true or false.

When you see or write a cluster of math symbols, be sure you know whether it’s an object (like
“x2 + 3”) or a statement (like “x2 + 3 < 7”). One way to tell is that every mathematical statement
includes a verb, such as =, =⇒ , ⇐⇒ , <, >, ≡, ∈, ⊆,

∣∣ , ≈, ∼=, and C.

7. Don’t interchange = and =⇒ . The equals sign connects two objects, as in “x2 = b”; the symbol
“ =⇒ ” connects two statements, as in “ab = a =⇒ b = 1.” And please, please don’t just use
a generic “→” to connect two lines. That symbol has no meaning in that context; it doesn’t tell the
reader anything.

8. Use whitespace. Don’t cram your proof into a few lines of the paper, filled from left margin to right
margin. Let your proof breathe! When you start a new thought, start a new line. Use indentation
to organize your sentences. This helps the reader understand your thought much better, and it also
encourages you to be more clear.

9. Use multiple sheets of paper. Some people write tiny, trying to cram everything onto a single sheet
of paper, with the result that their proofs are so terse as to be incomprehensible. An extra tree will
gladly sacrifice its life to help your proofs be legible and understandable.

10. Use scratch paper. Finding your proof will be a long, messy process, full of false starts and dead
ends. Do all that on scratch paper until you find a real proof, and only then break out your clean paper
to write your final proof carefully. Do not hand in your scratch work!

Only sentences that actually contribute to your proof should be part of the proof. Do not just perform
a “brain dump,” throwing everything you know onto the paper before trying to find logical steps that
prove the conclusion. That is what scratch paper is for.
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11. “=” means equals. Don’t write A = B unless you mean that A actually equals B. This rule seems
obvious, but there is a great temptation to be sloppy. In linear algebra, for example, some people might
write 1 1 1

1 5 6
0 2 3

 =

1 1 1
0 4 5
0 2 3


(which is obviously false), when they really mean that the first matrix can be row-reduced to the
second. Likewise they might write “V = {~v1, ~v2, ~v3},” when they really mean that {~v1, ~v2, ~v3} is a
basis for V .

12. Say exactly what you mean. Just as the symbol “=” is sometimes abused, so too people sometimes
write A ∈ B when they mean A ⊆ B, or write aij ∈ A when they mean that aij is an entry in matrix
A. Mathematics is a very precise language, and there is a way to say exactly what you mean; find it
and use it.

13. Don’t write anything unproven. Every statement on your paper should be something you know to
be true. The reader expects your proof to be a series of statements, each proven by the statements that
came before it. If you ever need to write something you don’t yet know is true, you must preface it
with words like “assume,” “suppose,” or “if” (if you are temporarily assuming it), or with words like
“we need to show that” or “we claim that” (if it is your goal). Otherwise the reader will think he’s
missed part of your proof.

14. Write strings of equalities (or inequalities) in the proper order. When your reader sees something
like

A = B ≤ C = D,

she expects to understand easily whyA = B, whyB ≤ C, and whyC = D, and she expects the point
of the entire line to be the more complicated fact that A ≤ D. For example, if you were computing
the distance d of the point (12, 5) from the origin, you could write

d =
√

122 + 52 = 13.

In this string of equalities, the first equals sign is true by the Pythagorean Theorem, the second is just
arithmetic, and the point is that the first item equals the last item: d = 13.

A common error is to write strings of equations in the wrong order. For example, if you were to write
“
√

122 + 52 = 13 = d,” your reader would understand the first equals sign, would be baffled as to
how we know d = 13, and would be utterly perplexed as to why you wanted or needed to go through
13 to prove that

√
122 + 52 = d.

15. Don’t beg the question. Be sure that no step in your proof makes use of the conclusion! That is called
“begging the question” or “circular logic,” and it makes your proof invalid.

For example, consider this student’s “proof” that ~0 +~0 = ~0:

Claim: ~0 +~0 = ~0.
Proof: ~0 +~0 = 1~0 + 1~0

= 1(~0 +~0)
= 1~0
= ~0. �
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To move from the second line of his proof to the third, the student replaced ~0 + ~0 with ~0 because
they’re equal—but that is exactly what needs to be proven! This argument only shows that ~0 +~0 = ~0
is true if we already know it to be true, so it’s a worthless argument.

16. Don’t write the proof backwards. For some reason, beginning students tend to write “proofs” like
this “proof” that tan2 x = sec2 x− 1:

Claim: tan2 x = sec2 x− 1.
Proof: tan2 x = sec2 x− 1(

sin x
cos x

)2 = 1
cos2 x

− 1
sin2 x
cos2 x

= 1−cos2 x
cos2 x

sin2 x = 1− cos2 x
sin2 x+ cos2 x = 1

1 = 1

Notice what has happened here: the student started with the conclusion, and deduced the true state-
ment “1 = 1.” In other words, he has proved “If tan2 x = sec2 x − 1, then 1 = 1,” which is true but
highly uninteresting.

Now this isn’t a bad way of finding a proof. Working backwards from your goal often is a good strategy
on your scratch paper, but when it’s time to write your proof, you have to start with the hypotheses
and work to the conclusion.

17. Be concise. Most students err by writing their proofs too short, so that the reader can’t understand
their logic. It is nevertheless quite possible to be too wordy, and if you find yourself writing a full-
page essay, it’s probably because you don’t really have a proof, but just an intuition. When you find a
way to turn that intuition into a formal proof, it will be much shorter.

18. Avoid weasel words. There are some notorious phrases that advertise that you don’t really understand
the logic you need. Be wary of phrases like “clearly,” “obviously,” and “the only way this can happen
is. . . .”

19. Introduce every symbol you use. If you use the letter “k,” the reader should know exactly what k is.
Good phrases for introducing symbols include “Let x ∈ G,” “Let k be the least integer such that. . . ,”
“For every real number a. . . ,” and “Suppose that X is a counterexample.”

20. Use appropriate quantifiers, once. When you introduce a variable x ∈ S, it must be clear to your
reader whether you mean “for all x ∈ S” or merely “for some x ∈ S.” If you just say something like
“y = x2 where x ∈ S,” the word “where” doesn’t indicate which of the two you mean.

Phrases indicating the quantifier “for all” (∀) include “Let x ∈ S”; “for all x ∈ S”; “for every x ∈ S”;
“for each x ∈ S”; etc. Phrases indicating the quantifier “there exists” (∃) include “for some x ∈ S”;
“there exists an x ∈ S”; “for a suitable choice of x ∈ S”; etc.

On the other hand, don’t introduce a variable more than once! Once you have said “Let x ∈ S,” the
letter x has its meaning defined. You don’t need to say “for all x ∈ S” again, and you definitely should
not say “let x ∈ S” again.

21. Use a symbol to mean only one thing. Once you use the letter x once, its meaning is fixed for the
duration of your proof. You cannot use x to mean anything else.

22. Don’t “prove by example.” Most problems ask you to prove that something is true “for all”—for all
x ∈ G, say, or for all vector spaces V . You cannot prove this by giving a single example. Your answer
will need to be a logical argument that holds for every example there could possibly be.
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23. Write “Let x = . . . ,” not “Let . . . = x.” When you have an existing expression, say ~u − r~v, and
you want to give it a new, simpler name like ~x, you should write “Let ~x = ~u−r~v,” which means, “Let
the new symbol ~x mean ~u− r~v.” This convention makes it clear to the reader that ~x is the brand-new
symbol and ~u− r~v is the old expression she already understands.

If you were to write it backwards, saying “Let ~u − r~v = ~x,” then your startled reader would ask,
“What if ~u− r~v 6= ~x? And for that matter, what is ~x?”

24. Make your counterexamples concrete and specific. Proofs need to be entirely general, but disproofs—
counterexamples—should be absolutely concrete. When you provide an example or counterexample,
make it as specific as possible. For a set, for example, you must name its elements, and for a function
you must give its rule. Do not say things like “θ could be one-to-one but not onto”; instead, produce
an actual function θ that is one-to-one but not onto.

25. Shun pronouns, especially “it.” Pronouns do have a proper place in the English language, of course.
When you write a proof, however, you are usually juggling several mathematical objects at once, and
when you use a pronoun like “it,” too often the reader won’t be able to tell which of them is the
antecedent.

Never use a pronoun unless the antecedent is crystal clear from the grammar itself.

26. Don’t include examples in proofs. Including an example very rarely adds anything to your proof.
If your logic is sound, then it doesn’t need an example to back it up. If your logic is bad, a dozen
examples won’t help it (see rule 22). There are only two legitimate reasons to include an example
in a proof: if it is a counterexample disproving something, or if you are performing complicated
manipulations in a general setting and the example is just to help the reader understand what you are
saying.


